
Closing Plenary

#IOS23

Recommendations

&

AESIS Family Feud & Impact Debate



Recommendations

#IOS23

Impact Frameworks & Infrastrucures

“To measure the impacts of  research infrastructure we need to

work together as a broad community, have the appropriate

resources and frameworks inclusing a common understanding of  

impact pathways”



Recommendations

#IOS23

Evidence Informed Policy Making

“Let scientists create skills to better integrate citizen

needs into their government science advice”



Recommendations

#IOS23

Research Security and Ethics

“The evolving research security landscape requires ongoing dialogue 

between all parties in the research ecosystem, in Canada and globally, to 

grow our shared capacity to identify and mitigate risks while upholding 

the principles and values that enable open research and foster EDIA”



Recommendations

#IOS23

Monitoring Societal Impact to inform Institutional Strategy

“Importance of  planning for societal impact from the outset

to drive the change at an institutional scale”



Recommendations

#IOS23

From EDI to Inclusive Research and Societal Impact

“Need to engage CRT into basic science, research, questions, collaborations, and

methods to confrunt the structural white supremacy of  objectivity, meritocracy, 

and colour blindness.”

“Beyond performance, global Indigenous and Black languages and cultures should

be woven into conferences like this and within greater academia to show 

recognition of  the erasure of  Indigenous Peoples and trafficing of  Africans.”



Closing Plenary

#IOS23

Next up: The Impact Game Show



Hosted by: Sean Newell & Anika Duut van Goor

Team Atlantic The Mobilizers – Les mobilisateurs

Alice Aiken David Phipps

David Sweeney Sandra Lapointe

Hamish McAlpine Ursula Gobel



Question 1:

What is your university, or universities in your 

region, missing (certain departments, skills, policies) 

to improve societal impact of  science?



Question 1:

What is your university, or universities in your region, missing (certain departments, skills, policies) to 

improve societal impact of  science?

1 Skills

2 Leadership and vision

3 Strategy

4 Structured Processes (for capturing impact)

5 Incentives



Debate



Question 2:

If  you had to name one (part of) a sector that is 

most in need of  improvement to get better overall 

societal impact in your region, which would it be?



Question 2:

If  you had to name one (part of) a sector that is most in need of  improvement 

to get better overall societal impact in your region, which would it be?

1 Universities

2 Health sector

3 Funders

4 Government

5 Humanities



Debate



Question 3:

What is the excuse/reason heard most from 

individuals for not having impact?



Question 3:

What is the excuse/reason heard most from individuals for not having impact?

1 Time

2 Too hard

3 Money

4 It’s not my job

5 Lack of  knowledge



Debate



Bonus Question!

If  Impact were an animal, what would it be?



Bonus Question!

If  Impact were an animal, what would it be?

1 Lion(ess)

2 Elephant

3 Cat

4 Ant(s)

5 Bees🐝



Debate
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#IOS23

Impact of  Science

16.05 – 16.30 Refreshment Break Lobby

16.30 – 17.30 Social programme: Historical Tour Pre-registration required

18.30 – 20.30 Conference Dinner: Agricola Street Brasserie Pre-registration required

Next up:


